Effect of scattering angle error on particle size determination by multiangle dynamic light scattering.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a popular method of particle size measurement. Multiangle dynamic light scattering (MDLS) collects DLS data at multiple angles and analyzes the data simultaneously to improve the particle size measurement. Using data from several scattering angles admits the possibility of introducing noise caused by scattering angle error in the measurement, which may have an impact on the performance of the MDLS technique. We investigate the effect of scattering angle noise on recovered particle size distributions (PSDs) using simulated and measured MDLS data and various levels of angular noise. Our results show that, for unimodal PSDs, those with small particle sizes are more strongly affected by the noise than are medium and large particle size systems. For bimodal PSDs, those containing small-sized particles are also more affected by the noise than the systems of larger particles. Furthermore, broad PSDs are more vulnerable to angular noise than narrow PSDs.